or romantic, sometimes both. The specters of romanticism hang a bit heavy over especially the fi rst half of the book concerned with "madness" (on large and small scales), "mountains and fog," and "faith." It is, as Prager concedes, "inconceivable" that many of Herzog's images and scenarios are not tied to romantic ideas. At the same time, they are the product of a thinker "hoping to set himself apart from them." This is a world in which "the subject is understood to be at an irreconcilable distance from the natural world and one for whom the divine plan, if there is one, remains so deeply buried beneath shadows and fog as to be inaccessible and ultimately-as far as our experience is concerned-irrelevant" (85).
Irrelevant, too, in Herzog's oft-stated opinion would be the pursuit of direct political statement in his fi lms, and posing that question is the second trap awaiting those wrestling with his problematic work. In Aesthetic Ecstasy and Truth, the author carefully maneuvers around the ways questions regarding neocolonialism, racial and gender politics, and the exercise of power over one's fi lmic subjects have been used to incite and frame the discussions. Acknowledging that the fi lms themselves seem to invite these questions, Prager simultaneously points out the legitimacy of much criticism of Herzog and its inability to come to grips fully with the aesthetic power of his works. As a book balanced between address to an informed but general audience and to scholars as well, this is not a study that can thoroughly investigate the less overt, and hence potentially deeper, political dimensions of Herzog's phenomenological approach to the aesthetic. Nonetheless, through careful consideration of the works and the director's glosses, Prager skillfully steers the reader to that as the arena in which the most satisfying answers might be sought.
And here we approach the fi nal trap, namely allowing Herzog-notoriously garrulous about the uniqueness of his life, work, and apprehension of the aesthetic-to dominate how we can approach his fi lms. While not entirely successful in extricating himself here from "Herzog, the tar-baby" (for example, Cronin's Herzog on Herzog appears by far the most frequently cited work), Prager remains about as independent as one can hope in the context of writing a single-director introduction to a still-living subject. He creates this distance through humor: not by cracking wise at the director's expense (easy enough when fi xated on his monomania) but rather by fi nding the humor structured into his words and works. The consistent reminder that this fi lmmaker manages both to be in deadly earnest and not to take himself too seriously is one of the greatest rewards of this book, perhaps because it holds the key to how Herzog balances the glories of aesthetic ecstasy and the truth of irrelevance that mark existence in his world. The introduction offers a useful survey of current research in German fi lm studies as well as a brief introduction to the conditions of fi lm production in twenty-fi rst century Germany. This material establishes a clear connection to the fi rst chapter, a survey of German and American fi lm relations starting in 1895 following all the epochs of fi lm from the years of early cinema to the turn of the century. This chapter draws on Sabine Hake's foundational study German National Cinema but extends it through Haase's expanded considerations of international relations.
Ohio
The chapters on the individual directors offer much-needed overviews of their work. Wolfgang Petersen is interrogated for his status as a "blockbuster auteur," a director who upholds "not only the commercial but the 'cultural' end" of fi lmmaking (64). The chapter offers an overview of his work from his fi lm school debut to his breakthrough fi lm Das Boot (1981) to his most recent blockbusters, especially Airforce One (1995) . The third chapter focuses on Petersen's colleague in Hollywood, Roland Emmerich. Emmerich is, however, represented in this study as a German director who contributes to "cinema's globalized commodifi cation" (101). Haase argues that he excludes national peculiarity as a means of achieving a "globally decipherable" fi lm language (129). The celebration of the US in his fi lms is not a celebration of US social reality, but of universal progressive values for which the US has been a stand-in. Here, too, Haase provides a useful overview of all works that does not fail to offer a critique of Emmerich's violence and heteronormativity. The third director, Percy Adlon, features in Haase's discussion as an independent fi lmmaker who produces German-American hybrids. The study fi nds in Adlon's work a vision of America from a German perspective, and an art cinema that draws on Hollywood's popular tropes. Finally, Tom Tykwer engages Hollywood in a critical manner. Haase sees in Tykwer a postmodern director who offers a counterposition to Fredric Jameson's negative assessment of postmodernism; Tykwer is able to "articulate ideologically critical positions by engaging in postmodern discourses" (163). Haase argues that Tykwer's fi lms offer more than national allegory in that they create a third space. As do all the chapters, this one provides an overview offset with closer readings of specifi c works.
In the discussion of the book Haase relies frequently on the terms "transnational," "global," and "international." She acknowledges that "transnational" has experienced a rapid expansion in cultural and fi lm studies. Yet I would want to offer a critical note here: Scholars draw on it too frequently without any clear investigation of the difference between trans-and international relations. The two terms are often taken as synonyms and while Haase for her part suggests that "transnational" is a subset of "international," the elision of difference between the two appears here. Scholarship is precisely at a point where careful distinctions between the categories of the transnational, international, even national, regional, local, and global are called for. A bit more consideration of the specifi city of these terms would have enhanced the valuable insights of this rich study. Given the strong focus of the volume on transnationalism, I would add further that the central focus on German-Hollywood fi lm excludes other possibilities of transnational fi lmmaking. Germany-Hollywood is the most researched but not the only axis that affects national fi lm production. It could perhaps be better allocated to a matter of globalized, rather than transnational fi lmmaking. Especially in the context of the European Union, national fi lm production exists in an expanded fi eld of possibilities that increasingly offer counterweights to Hollywood. Precisely in the EU's quest to overcome national with transnational images, the transnational redefi nition and restructuring of the German national fi lm industry takes place in its most developed form. These criticisms are not meant to take away from the intellectual signifi cance of Haase's study.
While discussing a set of fi lms and directors with connections both to Germany and the US, this book does not resort to national essentialism and it overcomes narrow perspectives on German national fi lm production. It offers discussions that do not dismiss Hollywood fi lms as ideological products of a culture industry or German directors who engage with popular fi lm as "sellouts" of critical politics. I can imagine the book serving as a primary text for a course on the topic of German-Hollywood cinema. It could certainly also be used for a directors course. The chapters can easily stand alone. The introduction and fi rst chapter would be excellent as correctives to the Hollywood-centered perspective promoted in most fi lm studies courses. Haase's writing style is accessible to undergraduates, while the ideas offer rich material for graduate students and the study certainly fosters further research.
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